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CERTAIN OBSERVAT:CNS IN DRY-WIND REGIONS OF THE VOLGA R1VER
P. A.

Krv.iy
Results cf studies on.-rv wind conducted in the Volga
River region in 1952 and 1953 are reported.
After operations in the region of EI'ton in 1951,

it was

recognized as being expedient to transfer the studies to one of the
grain regions sub 'ected to dr! w.I.-.

- r trhe stu,.y --.re of

charac-

teristios of this phenomenon and tne oo~arison o .
rvations w
data obtained in 1951. Many of the Volga River regions cf tne Saratov
Oblast often and greatly suffer from dry winds. According to
organization considerations, the station of such operations selected
was one of the sovkhozes ("Makhorsovkhoz") in the Pugachev region of
the Saratov Oblast. Observations in 1952 and 1953 were conducted on
its territory. The station of observation was found near a large
irrigated section and several windbreak forest belts (2-3-row with a
height of 15-20 m and an age of about 15 years) and near a river
'Bol'shoy irgiz, and a forest massif behind the river.
it is well-known that the dry winds are most dangerous for the
plantings in May and June. However, in virtue of circumstance, in
!'52 and ',53 the operations had to be conducted only in the second
half of the year. Then both of these years proved to be unusual
with respect to conditions of weather in the summeroperiod. With
respect to the quantity of precipitation in summer months they were
I

greatly different from the perennial standard:

it rained often;

apparently, there was no dry wind in the first half of the wind.
The variation of maximum diurnal temperatures and minimum relative
humidity of the air for the second half of the summer in the period
of observations (Fig. 1, 2) is given from recordings and readings of
an aspiration psychrometer.

A comparison with the other station of

this region located at 10 km, in more severe conditions, and with the
station in the region of Krasnyy Kut, located 100 km to the south, in
still more severe conditions, revealed only an insignificant moderation of the variation in meteorological elements at our station of
observations.

The periods of the dry wind were determined from the

approximate "standards" of the temperature and relative humidity of
the air [I] and fro.m a whole combination of indicators characteristic
for the dry wind in these regions.

Such dry wind periods were:

6-lU

September 1952 and 29-30 August, 4-6 September, 13-1a September and
23-2a September 1953.

Furthermore, there were groups of days which

occupied by the number of indicators the intermediate position between
the dry-wind and normal winds, for example, during 18-20 August 1952
and 1-8 August 1953.
The origin of such intermediate groups is
Frm The
:ifferent.
vast materia! of ctservai:n.s,

I

is necessary

- - d--st--i-guish here only t*'e basic questno
There is much interest in investigating differences in the
content of air mixtures (finest dust) in normal conditions and in a
dry-wind flow.

To do this, an aspiration apparatus was used.

At a

height of 3 m the end of a rubber hose was attached to a special stand;
the second end of the hose was connected through a laboratory gas
counter to the aspirator (electrical vacuum cleaner).
drew the external air through the hose;

The aspirator

the volume of air which was

passed through was determined by the counter.

in order to trap the

"mist" suspended in the air, it was necessary to attach a filter to
the upper end of the hose. Standard laboratory paper filters are
not suitable for such purposes, since the pores, as is known [23,
are larger than the particles suspended in the air (<! )).

in 1952

the filter was a glass tube 13 cm long and 2 cm in diameter, filled
compactly over the entire length with a tissue fabric wetted with
glycerine.

At the end of a working day the fabric was carefully
2

1
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Fig.
I.
~a': - ;r
n :en~'oieand relative humidity of the air in
the Pugachev region from 13 August to 7 October 1952. a - maximum
diurnal temp~eratures; b - minimum values of relative humidity.
Key:
l' Au.gust; 2) September; 3)' October.

2V

Fig. 2. Variation in temperature and relative humidity of the air in
the Pugachev region from 13 July to 25 September :953. a - maximum
diurnal temperatures; lower line - main observatio-n station; upper second observation station; b - minimum values of relative humidity.
Key: 1) July; 2) August; 3) September.
extracted and lowered into a container with distilled water; the
covered container was sterilized in boiling water and then was sealed
with paraffin. Upon the return from the expedition, all the specimens
were examined under a microscope, and the fabric was carefully washed

2"3

and removed from the containers.
In all the containers pertaining to
the dry-wind days, a considerable number of impurities, dozens of
times more than on the remaining days, was revealed. After three

months of sediment in the containers for the dry-wind days, gelatinous
coagulates were distinguished from the transparent fluids;
no coagulates in the remaining containers.

there were

Such filtrates during the

dry-wind and intermediate days were combined and evaporated, and
the residue (about 60 mg) was calcined.

In 1953 a glass column,

filled with 35-40 mm of pure glycerine, was used as the filter with
the aspiration apparatus. Above the liquid in the column the
aspirator created a rarefaction, and the external air along the other
tube, reaching almost up to the bottom of the column, was directed
with n, passing through a layer cf liquid;

in 10-15 min the operation

of the apparatus in the column obtained a glycerine emulsion, through
which external air passed in small drops.

The apparatus operated

3

usually for 6-8 h, and 8-10 m of air passed through it.*
After an
operating day 10 cm 3 of ethyl alcohcl was added to the liquid for
sterilization of the solution, and the container was sealed with
parafin.

Later, in the laboratory distilled water of up to 60%

cncentratizn cf glycerine was added to all the filters: the concentrat'on of all sclutions was checked with respect to the boiling
point (1090.
Ten the specific gravity of the liquid in each
container was determined in order to establish the increase in weight,
which can be attributed only to impurities which entered into the
filtrate from air.

Obtained during 8 dry-wind days (reduced to the
volume of 10 m 3 of air for each day) are 35 mg of air impurities; for
5 days of an intermediate nature - 3 mg; 16 normal days of August -

3 mg; 8 normal days of September - about 2 mg.

On the average on a

dry-wind day, the content of impurities in the air was thus 15-20
times more than that for a usual day.
During one month in 1953 two
aspiration apparatuses for mutual checking operated simultaneously.
Both apparatuses gave matching results, except for two days, which on
*it is expedient to use a more powerful aspiration apparatus in
order to be able to pass up to 50 m 3 of air per day.
It would be
necessary also to use a special electric filter for obtaining sediment
in dry form. In 1953 such a filter was partially made, but it was not
possible to put it into operation. The selection of glycerine for
these purposes cannot be considered completely successful.
4

this principle were eliminated from the processing.

It is

necessary, however, to r te that results of 1952 and 1953 are
in 1952 sediments of 10 mg were obtained for i0 m 3 of

divergent:

air and in 1953, on the average of 5 mg of sediment.

It makes not

sense to give any explanation to this divergence withcut
studies.

further

From solutions belonging to the dry-winds of 1953, after

a prolonged sediment gelatinous coagulates were separated out (as in
1952).

On photcmicrographs (Fig. 3) it

is noticed that the coagulate

consists of chains of small particles connected by some transparent
envelope.

The particles suspended in air were, apparently, smaller,

and on the photomicrographs products of their joining (coagulation)
in the liquid are al.ready evident.

Later it was revealed that the

water extract of the very upper layer of soi!

(dust) of one of the

stations of El'ton region after a settling period of 35-40 days
(i.e..

when according to calculations cf Stokes' formula in a

suspended state in the liquid only particles less than 0.3 p remain

3]) and decantation has an opalescent whitish-violet shading
characteristic for dry-wind haze, and after two months separated
from it are gelatinous coagulates floating in the liquid, and

it has

a3scute 1 v the same

:n the

:rn as in filters during drv-wirnd days.

same way zhe treated water extracts from soils of the station cf
observations and vicinities (up to 15 km) were slightly of brown
color, did not have an opalescent shading and did not separate cut
coagulates.

It would be useful, perhaps, to recall that the diameter

of particles of the standard humid fog is about 10 p; cement dust
consists of particles of such dimensions;
have a diameter of about 0.25 p [4].

particles of tobacco smoke

As it is possible to judge

according to the approximate calculations and different indirect
indices, particles of air impurities held by fillers are close in
their dimensions to particles of tobacco smoke (0.3 u and less).
Calculations show that in 1 mg of substance there will be 1.5.1010 of
such particles.

As a result of investigations of 1953. it was found

that from 1 m 3 of air 0.5-0.8 mg of impurity are extracted; this
means that in 1 mm 3 of air on individual days up to 7-10 particles
were contained. However, even the complete external similarity of
coagulates in the filtrates and in the settling from soils of the
Caspian Sea region is still not direct proof of the generality of
5

a
F~i. 3. Photomicrographs (magnification of x9g0.
a
3 September >352; b - coagulate for 30 August 153.
their origin.

-

coagulate for

Quartz, calcite and horneblend in ccagu!ates were

revealed by micrcmineralogica! and X-ray analyses; furthermore, there
oroved t, be a considerable numer of smaller, 2er-,a s, amorphous.
J'fferen

s2'e

In

2:7ncs;
-no-u

:.n

w-:

h we

er,

cc,.;

.e.end on a somewhat different preparation of the scecimens, was
revea ed. More detailed investigations proved to be difficult due
to the *ery small quantities of materials.*
'he palescent violet
snading of the filter, obviously, is not only externally similar to
atmospheric haze but similar to it in its physical substance. Certain
authors do not consider haze an obligatory indicator of a dry w'n
But precisely according this indicator, even in the early hours of
the day, the local population recognizes the approach of a dry wind.
in our observations there was not a case when there would not be haze
with a dry wind. Ye. V. Isherskaya [5] arrives at this conclusion
*The mineralogical and X-ray analyses of speclmens were conducted
on request of the Institute of Force of the Academy of Sciences of
the USSR in the X-ray laboratory of the Scils institute of the AS of
USSR. I express my deep appreciation for this serious help to N. I.
Gorbunov, Ye. A. Shuryginaya and N. A. Sharinova. Also I wish to
thank V. P. Petrov for the valuable consultations concerning the
mineralogical composition of the specimens.
6

that "there is no noticeable impairment of visibility with dry winds
in pilot balloon observations."

Such results were obtained, perhaps,

owing to the fact that the group of nondry-wind days

included days

with cloudiness when the illumination of the pilot balicon in the
atmosphere is

ess than 15-20%,

with a minimal cloudiness.

and dry-wind days, as a rule, occur

Furthermore, it is necessary to consider

also that on dry-wind days the balloon was projected against a
background of a bluish haze, i.e.,

the contrast of the object and

background was somewhat greater than that on usual days.
Much importance in the phenomenon of dry wind
wind.

is ascribed to the

Therefore. conducted in the indicated period were regular

observations on the direction an

velocity of the wind not only in

periods cf weather observations, but ccnsiderably more frequently,
sometimes every 1-2
h.
t shculd be ncted that all the dry-wind days
fall on the wind direction of southern bearings. Not one case of a
dry wind with winds of northern bearings was noted during observations
of 1951,

7952 and 1953.

In all the dry-wind days without exception,

the wind velocity had a sharply marked diurnal variation 'Fig. 4a);
in

tne 2rcuc of internediate days t-e

-suai

y scmewha -

r'oed:

rlurnal

;aria:on

:r:ved t

be

the wind was begun or con- n-ed auring

the evening or calmed down during the daytime JFig.

41Ib in all the

remaining days the diurnal variation of the wind velocity was the
most diverse JFig.

4c)

but was not so correct as on the dry-wind days.

It would be of considerable interest to thoroughly trace the
differences in amplitudes of diurnal variation of the temperature and
relative humidity of the air on normal and dry-wind days.
in the given work

Selected

for such comparisons (approximate) were 20

dry-wind

and normal days each when during the whole day, at least. in the first
half of it the sun was not covered by clouds.

It was found that on

the dry-wind days the air temperature was increased by 90-100% by
1300 h, and the relative humidity was decreased by 60-701
to readings made at 0700 h.

with respect

On normal days the increase in tempera-

ture between those same periods was on the average of 50-600, and the
decrease in relative humidity - by
it

40-50%.

According to data of 1951

is evident that the larger amplitudes of temperature fall on those

7

days when the intensity of the direct solar radiation was
the

intensity of the direct

solar radiation was greater, i.e..

the atmosphere was transparent,
temperature was

less.

on those days

An increase

norm.

when
when

the amplitude of

in the amplitude of 7emperature

and relative humidity depends on the uccer
the temperature and

less;

relative humidity are

diurnal?

limit;

returned usually

at night
to the

There are cases when after several days of a dry wind the soil

.temperatures remain
and they

do not

somewhat increased

return

to the

"norm":

"aftereffects" of the drv wind.

(relative humidity
this

in essence

the diurnal

efinite

tencmerat-ure,

-e-

-;z a-sme,

- ....

However.

n
.:

:eratur

...
.

n.
we

it

is

by certain

necessary to

altitude of the

1-2rin

approximate calcu'at::ns shcwed that
- "n z

indicated

The characteristics given here can

serve cnlv as illustrati-rns.
temperatur-e a- a

is

- decreased),

in

this case the

r -wind 4ays aTtears St:"
:an enccunter

sun with the

i' -s ri:Sing.

'-

ectl

compare

7',

d'fferernce
sharper.

.v onoosite

cpinions

7

-

I.l)

J

7ig. U.

Diurnal variation of the wind,.

a -

cn dry-wind

days:

,"3, and 1 September 1952; 29 August and l, 13. and 24 Sectemoer
1953; b - intermediate days:
5 and 20 September 192: 16 an
August 1953; c - normal days:
25 and 26 September 1952; 29 Ju>y ano
9 August 1953.
1) m/s; 2) hours.
Key:

-uring 7?53 from 15 August to 25 September comparative weather
cservatocns were conducted in the field, on the forest meadow, in
the forest,

and in 'he thick tco

of the trees.

Paced for these

observations at te mentioned stations were wooden towers
rres-

- up

t6m.

in the f:eld

-

i.e.,

to tre middle

up to 4 m of altitude).

of the tcp,

,in the

on the meadow and

Psychrometers were suspended

in series every 1 m at all four levels (in

the forest

-

at 6 levels).

_n order to be able to reduce the observations at different altitudes
to one moment of time, they were conducted at all

levels at first

from below upward and then gradually in the opcosite order.

Such an

order of observations also created the great pcssibility of revealing
random errors.

noWveer, there was a Certain

the observations between stations.

cresenoed in the form of a Jiaran "F.

2an te f:rulaedbiel
forest meadow

ifference in time

as -f,-e

5'

T-h

basic conclusions

I ha

with respect to

wn~

with an area of about

the variat-on in temperature and relative humidity

:lace between a field and forest: on
ze!w

_ . .-l. ''i.

.

=l4

.

.

.

.

--

e

. . .

wi4
no

in

Results cf the :bservations were

v o- -]t ~ t '

.

_-.i

'

occupied a middle

w t

r....
jas
-

Z -

i

e-

resPect to
- e-

s

2] under the canopy of the forest, to an alttude of 2-o m.
.
the temperature and humidity of the air had a more smcctnl oiurna
variation tnan that in the field: at midday the air .t emoerature in
the forest at a height of I m was usually lower than tnat in the
field by
3)

3i-, and the relative humidity - by

-

more;

_cnditons in the top of the forest on normal and dry win d-

days were noticeably different; the air temperature in the top on
normal days was equal or even slightly higher* than that at the same
-

e,':e

above the field,

but the ai-r humdity

in the tc was

reater by

*The top of a tree fulfills, apparently, the rcle of a transformer, which converts a certain portion of the sola- radiation into
long-wave (3-15 w), regulating by such means for itself the relationship of intensities of these sections of the spectrum of radiant
energy.

...
. ...
. . .. i . .. I I

9 • ' ... -

_,-

, ,,.. ..

. .... ...

5-101. On dry-wind days the increase in temperature and drop in
relative humJi:y of :he air in the top (from 4 m and higher) occurred
almost as ra
as above the field, . differing insignificantly with
ad".
respect to absolute value

rig. 6'
The fact that the dry-wind
2 nd I ,,ns
a
.ne fres' n -he whce .a•er of the top almost
with the same velocity as that in the field deserves special attention.

The force itself, perhaps. does not suffer from this, and for it
these limits in temperature and relative humidity are probably not
"dry-wind." and its resistability is cnsiderably greater. but there
appears the quest:on as to how can such a sharp increase in temperature be spread so rapizly to the whole 6-8-meter layer of the top.
Heatinz t
ravs f t.h
cer
part of the top of the
forest ccur's on the usual tut not the Iry-wind'days; however. it
does nct cause suon an effect.
It is impcssible to explain this
-nencmenon c, ourcuiet mixing -of a:r oer he forest, since it
occurs on normal Jays and does not cauose such an effect, and the rate
of heat propagation by such means in the too of the forest will not
be so great. Obviously, it is necessary to seek an explanation to
this phenomenon in the fact that witn tne dry wind the intensity of
he
...
at-:r,- 7 "
..................
t,..
..............
cst
iiaeo~..o
andaig
te ratre
S-no 1;
e ;:'eat.
7Lne
ccver.~. c~c:
-'r-e
radiat.ion
_eertsdcl
no teto
of the forest and 2auses a sharp increase in temperature in it. it
:s necessary to note for the investigation cf this -henomenon,
it
folows to ,sea pyrgeometer and not a balance meter in order to
determine the intensity of flow of radiant energy arriving to the
forest top and not the difference in counter flows. For the
vegetation, in particular, under conditions of a dry wind, the gentle
and total directivity of the radiant field, which is created by the
radiation of the sun, atmosphere and underlying surface, is important.*

c

*We can say even more. Many facts lead to the conclusion that
.--...vc" r
iitn(8-15 u) is just as important and necessary to -he
.-- @eaticn as is solar radiation. For different forms of veietati-n.
the different relationships of the solar and long-wave radiation wcll
be optimal. The physical essence of such phenomena as photoperiodism,
shade-loving and shade-tolerating, intensity of transpiration, and a
number of other phenomena consist in this. The method of "sums of
temperatures" of well-known agricultural meteorology, has the same fact.
as a basis. investigation of spectral properties of plants in this
region of the spectrum would be of great scientific and practical
significance.
10
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investigations of B. N. Ayzenshtat 16], the intensity of the lcng-wave
radiation of the atmosphere Kara-Kum reaches :.57-0.6-4 caL/.m 2 with
the intensity of the direct solar radiation at 1.25 calicm 2 . These
facts can compel one to reexamine somwhat the viewpoint on the nature
:f action of the dry wind on a vegetation cover and assume that the
ry wind acts on vegetation not just with a direct flow around it.
Even :f the dry-wind flow is raised above fields to an altitude of
several meters by means of forest belts, windbreak strips, etc.,
:-en Dbviously this does not weaken noticeably the harmful effect of
he Jry wind on vegetation.
All these diverse and, at first glance, separate facts actually
are connected by one general cause, and with the exception of it they
are difficult to explain. The smallest dust suspended in air transforms a large quantity of radiant solar energy into long-wave
radiation (8-15 r).
The air layer containing the dust becomes an
11
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M
' PN11,i
.3ener view of taces of recorders in the field and in the
tne ftrest at an altitude of 4 m (September !9G3).
e23'etemter
i953. Relative humidity; 2' Forest; 3) Field;

to

Key:
24 Sepember
-"

"active

Laver."

amplitudes
a rapid

a

. I

5'

24 September

heating

neating up of not

a
r- ff::3oe

are rixed:
sharply

fields but also

:f pgt.
:antoZ, etc:.

in:ora-n

<zing

the assumption -ha*

large

variation of wind,

exoanses of

>

ccntradt 2-crv

winds points to

only enormous

1953,

.c o f tn,, air,

2f temperatures. snarp y marked diurnal

z:ozd
.trb-uleno e:'f'eco

very

numidity;

-his oapesi

" forest

7he

.eiaX'

"t55.

This whole

terature acut dry

in a number of .oases two phenomena

the dry wind and drought.

Ec.h "bhese ;henomena appear

in

the southeast

:f the European territory of the Soviet

Union, and much

is similar in

them.

phenomena.

The dry wind

However, these are different

is a turbulently occurring phenomenon with a

sharply marked diurnal

variation in the weather elements, with winds

of a definite quadrant

of the hcrizon, and with mist

for 1-2 days cause harm to plants
reserves of moisture
plant

is

not

from overheating.

is ('.eated, as

is known, by

periods without rain, when reserves of moisture
greatly reduced.

to the fact that the

supply as much water to preserve

The drought

:t can

even with the presence of sufficient

in the soil, obviously, due

in a state to

ihaze).

its tissues
prolonged

in the soil are

In the period of the drought there can occur winds

of different directions,

high temperature of the air and soil,

humidity, a smooth diurnal variation, of weather elements, and a

12

low

diverse cloudiness without haze.

Apparently, certain days of such

droughts are described as dry winds.

The differences between dry

winds and droughts were formulated as

long ago as in 1935 in the work

of Ye. Ye. Fedorov and P. A. Butskiy [81.
number of very

Discussed there was a

important considerations about dry winds, and an

attempt was made to give more definite criteria to the dry wind.

The

accepted criteria of the dry wind not only of A. A. Kaminskaiy, but
also of the Kuybyshev Administration of the Hydrometeorolcgical
Service [5

are quite insufficient and actually allow a mixing of the

two phenomena, since the conditions determined by them can be not only
in the dry winds but also in a drought.

in the article "The nature

of flying dry winds in the southeast of the European territory of the
USSR"I [9],

P. K. Yevseyev relates several true and important remarks.

He takes ex-eptin to the opinion that the dry winc occurs as a
result of the carrying away cf hot air from the mid-le Asiat::
Similar considerations were already reported [I,
once more to confirm them.

10',

btt it

is iseful

Also important should be considered his

remark that "precisely here, in the Caspian Sea

low land. and then in

the southeast of the European territory of the Soviet "uni-.
masses acquire try-wlnd oroperties" an,

-at

7uropean terr:tory of the Soviet Unin an
heating of the air exists."

deserts.

"inthestazt

ineen-en

Z

The same reference :s mane

about which P. K. Yevseyev mentions

'1i,

indicated, furhtermore, that the most

12],

air

:nmy arice

but only in

it it is

important factor of the

formation of dry-wind air masses is the smallest dust. whncn arri-:es
abundantly in this region into the air up to considerable altitudes.

This is the essence of the positions advanced by me. The different
heating up of light soils and chernozems is indicated as a ocssible
reason for the transfer of dry-wind masses from here into other
regions. These facts are subject to further refinement, but there
are no basis for ignoring them. Very valuable is the remark of
P. K. Yevseyev that "dry-winds have a high velocity, which cannot be
explained by the ground pressure gradients observed here," and
further he attempts to explain this phenomenon by the effect of the
underlying surface. Evidently, he did not note that his indication
that "in

the southwestern part of the anticyclone ... there always

blow southeastern and southern winds" is refuted by this correct
13

remark.

Furthermore, dry winds are observed in different positions
with respect to the center of the region of high pressure. Quite
falsely P. K. Yevseyev evades the fact that in dry-wind periods during
the nights there usually is absolute calm.

In connection with this,

it woud be worth recalling also the important fact established by

Ye. V. Isherskaya LI0 that in the dry winds there exists a counter
(northern or northwestern) wind at a level of 5-6 km.
A. . Vovykov
1:4.' pointed to the special role of dust in
the thermodynamics of the atmosphere exactly in connection with the
question of dry winds.
n works of I. N. Yaroslavpev [151, Ye. S.
K~znetov

.

W
1],

7. A. Euzayev, V. A. Dzhordzhio and V. R. Dubentsov

. N. Aeykn

Darst [20]

and others it is oossible

.-n( many valuacle in i2-ions to the fact that air impurities

eate : ramer.:y

:feren.t -cnditions for t

2:ns-eratle layers of air and nave,

heating up of

in certain 2ases, a predominating

imocrtanoe :s compared with the underlying surface.
Protlem of dust in the atmosphere requires still
thzrouh
2[:t

in':estigaticns.

~

a search- f7r

...
" .
.. .most
,

-he

However, the

very vast and

:t is necessary to draw the general
cs-

ti

meansz

:f

2cbt

ng

ccnclue dry

stable_ to jry winds is an :-'j measure; .however, ne w

:s necessary to consider it one of the most active.
Perhaps. no
'eos important would be the creation of a continuous vegetation cover
in regions with dusty soils in the Caspian Sea region: apparently,
i- would be possible to select for these purposes vegetation from the
wild perennials, which are capable of transferring unfavorable

oorndi t ions of those regions; there sowing could be produced by the
broadcasting of seeds in early spring from aircraft.
A:ademy
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of the USSR
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